
Groundfloor: production landscape and entrence First floor: cooking workhop and Zilt Coeverts

Basement: Storage aquaculture and agriculture
                   Market Store for product of the land
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01- Storage vehicles and materials
02- Storage harvest saline agriculture
03- Workspace aquaculture
04- Storage aquaculture 
05- Market saline products
06- Transition zone around building 
07- Salt water entering the building
08- Hydrotech drum filters
09- Clean water entering the bassins
10- Fish basin
11-Used water leaving the building
12- Exit water, (during summer exit grown fish)
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Estuary 
Farm 

Activities farmer
Storage: materials and Crops

Nature of estuary makes it possible to  
create a biological farm for aquaculture and  
saline agriculture. Estuary landscape is the  
biggest ‘source’ of succes. Instead of fighting for 
water and system, the nature becomes the  
system and provides the land from water thru 
tides. Instead of a Farmer fighting for enough 
water the use of water thru irrigration will be  
reduced, there will be less problems with 
drought: reducing the foodprint 

Visitors are getting introduced to the new prodcuts. It is 
possible to buy the products or eat a part of the products in 
the restaurant and learn how to cook the products: learn to 
use the product close by home. Reducing the foodprint by 
ruducing transport learn to eat what grows close to home 

New estuary 
nature 

Visiting for an 
experience

Farming and  
nature

hand in hand

Not everything happens behind 
doors. We don’t create another 
model where work and
relaxing are seperated from each 
other. The experience and 
understanding will grow when it 
becomes possible to face each 
other 

The acceptation of using 
the same building, sharing
a building ruduces the
foodprint 

Learning from 
each other to 
get a better 

product/ experience 

New Attitude 
protecting
each other 

Basin sweet 
water storage

Vlietdijk

Saline Tolerant CropsSaline Tolerant Crops

Saline Tolerant CropsSaline Tolerant Crops

Saline Tolerant CropsSaline Tolerant Crops

Drain for salt water
And a pathway for the fish to 

swimm outside 

Dich transportingsystem
for salt water from the

Steenberge Vliet

The Farm is located on de edge of the Vlietdijk. After arriving the farmers land, the car has to stay behind just after leaving 
the dike. Leaving the car behind as soon as possible makes it possible for visitors to experience the agricultural landscape 
around the building before entering it. Because of the estuary landscape and the saline underground the area around the 
farm is flat, there is no possibility to plant some trees or plants to make an transition between the agricultural land and the 
ground around the building. This means the building and the agricultural land are positioned next to each other, creating a 
possibility to experience the agriculture in an optimal way.  
At the location of the barn all important ingredients which nature has to offer to the food production of the saline farm are 
gattered. On the left side the building is surrounded by saline crops, at the right side the building is surrounded by a sweet
water bassin and on de left and back the salt water enters and leaves the building.

If in a saline farm agriculture and aquaculture are combined togheter it becoms possible to create a cycle. 
Waste material of one process becomes the ingredient to feed the other process. 

Remove asbestof roof

Remove Brickwork and reuse bricks for 
floor covering in the new design

reorganize/remove mess of  
window frames  

Reuse of wooden construction 

Existing Farmer building

At this moment farmers have a shed equipped for sweet agriculture, but what if the 
situation changes and the farmer decides to change to saline agriculture.  There are too 
many farmer buildings to demolish and rebuild once again.

Next to the Steenbergse Vliet, there is a potato farmer who has its shed located at 
the Vlietdijk. The 60 year old farmer has an old shed which was built by his 
great-grandfather.  

The existing shed (46m x 18m) is in bad shape. The roof exist of asbestos materials and 
the brickwork is showing serious rips. Window frames are rusty and glass is braking. 
Aldo the outside of the building gives a bad message the inside shows something 
different. The wooden construction is made with real craftsmanship and is still useable 
and still in its original state. The farmer shows that it is really easy to create more
surface in the top of the construction, by adding floor elements in the trusses. 

Best of 
       Both Worlds

Transition zone between 
the landscape and building

New landscape during ebb. Changed landscape, the different plots for agricultre follow the small differences in height.    

New organisation of the agricultural land    

New landscape during flood, the crops which like to be flooded regulary are standing in the water.  re-used rafters

Re-used brick-

Market, Fresh products from the farm 

cladding made out of waste material from the agricultural land

Salt water entering the building

Hydrotech drum filters

Public space, possibiliteits to taste saline products

Entrance basement, storage vehicles and materials

New roof
plate oud of waste material farm

wooden battens
lodging foil

isolation 100 mm
rafter with isolation 180 mm

vapor barrier
pipelines cavity 50mm

plate wood
re-used timber 300 mm

Wall plate

glas floor element

mild steel frame system

New floor on re-used Timber
- dovetail plate+ concreet 800mm
- krimpnet
- floor beam
- ceiling finishes

FISH FARM

graphic concreet
100 mm

isolation 120 mm

concreet wall 200 mm

isolating the rafter to 1m outside
the protected volume

+5.50 

+4.90 

Farm: food production

Agricultural waste 

Building materials

Fibers

Energy juices

Fermentation

Biogas

Green power

Congenaration

Farm producing your own building materials:

Material:

In the Neighborhood of the Steenbergse vliet there 
are biobased companies located in Nieuw Prinsenland.  
One of those companies is Nova Lignum and they  
discovered a way to create buildingmaterials out of waste 
from the agricultural land. 

If the agricultural land will change from a sweet to a 
saline environment, there won’t be materials to 
build with. Trees will not survive the most saline 
underground and the land becomes flat. 

But Nova Lignum opens doors to create a connection 
between the farmers in de area and the biobased 
company. Farmers can transport their agricultural waste 
to the company of nova lignum and create their own 
building material.

The best of both worlds 

A new Farmers’ environment where it becomes possible to experience the process of saline agriculture 
and aquaculture in a more intimate way. An environment where producing goes hand in hand with  
nature. 

Years ago before the development of the Delta works, the villages in West Brabant owed their success to 
the good connection with the water. After a couple of natural disasters the new Delta works separated the 
water adjacent to the shore of Brabant and Zeeland from the sea. 
It brought the inhabitants a safer environment, but years later the negative effects of this decision became 
apparent. Through the Delta works a lot of villages in West Brabant lost their important connection to the 
open water, while their economic success relied on this connection. The result is an area which is locked 
out, struggling with shrinking and ageing. 

The salt water system of the past made way for a fresh water system. However, the fresh water had such a 
bad quality that it even became impossible for entrepreneurs to anticipate changes in economic  
development in for example tourism. Because this area finds itself in a locked situation, the government 
created a vision to make the Volkerak-Zoommeer a salt water system again and bring back the tide, in the 
hope this would give the area better chances of development. 

This decision could improve the quality of the water, but also causes a side effect West Brabant isn’t yet 
prepared for; the salinization process of the soil. Currently, the land is flushed with sweet water to fight 
against the salinization. Because of the ongoing climate change, sweet water will get increasingly scarce, 
even more so during the summer. That’s why flushing the land will not be an option anymore in the  
future. Instead of fighting against it, they should start embracing the new process. It will give them a  
possibility to create a new identity; by distinguishing themselves, they will have something special to 
offer. 

This embracement could lead to reconnecting the villages and the relation to the water by using the  
existing creek system as a tidal saline estuary. The qualities and possibilities of the new landscape will  
attract investors, tourists and new habitants, which would mean the area is no longer locked but  
developing again. But how can this be achieved with the use of an architectural structure? And how could 
the land be organised to achieve this? 

This might be a chance for us as designers to move outside our traditional boundaries, a possibility to 
show our talents and perspective to expose opportunities. Moving outside the traditional boundaries, 
into the true definition of businesses, being responsible for exposing and building a whole new  
environment. West Brabant the place were economic developments, living and recreation are going hand 
in hand with a new saline nature. 

Creating a new economy based on salinization and a more dynamic landscape asks for adaptation of the 
existing one. The biggest part of the current economy that has to change is the food production. 80  
percent of the land in West Brabant is in use for agriculture, most of them are located in the area that will 
be threatened with the highest salt concentration. If the soil changes there is no possibility to continue 
producing crops in a traditional way, because most crops we know are not salt tolerant. This could be 
seen as a problem but also as a challenge. Different test locations, like the Zeeuwse Tong and a test farm 
on Texel, show that there are successful alternatives to traditional farming.

Existing farms could transform from a traditional industry to a saline agricultural farm combined with 
aquaculture. The change is not only necessary for the farmers to keep their business alive, but it could 
also improve the qualities of the landscape. The process of upscaling is responsible for the loss of a big 
diversity. The scenic landscape from the past has already been unrecognizably changed. The land of the 
farm contributes to the separation between the inner land and the existing water system. The  
agricultural land together with a lot of dikes, which in the past used to be the ownership of the farmers, 
created a border for the villages, which protected the residents and the tourists from the water. By  
adapting the existing situation of the farm it becomes possible to also improve the quality of the  
landscape and the accessibility of the landscape behind it.

The power of the new agricultural landscape

The agricultural land, which belongs to the farmer, will change as soon as salty water reaches the inner 
land and the existing creek system will work like a tidal saline estuary. The process of salinization will go 
very fast and lower parts of the land will be flooded during tide. This looks like a disaster but by  
combining the salty ground, the tides and the small differences in height, these changes in the landscape 
will bring the greatest possibilities. 

The set-up of the new landscape can be based upon small differences in height. Although the differences 
with the current landscape are relatively small, it creates different circumstances, which make it an ideal 
situation for farming within an estuary. While some crops like samphire like to be flooded on a regular 
basis, others like salt tolerant quinoa prefer a more dry soil. With this knowledge in mind, it creates a 
possibility to focus the set-up of our fields to be based upon the difference in heights within the  
landscape; this means there will be no straight plots anymore but more organic lines.  

With the water being so close to the farmers’ land, it will also make it attractive for the use of aquaculture. 
Normally water had to be transported from the outside of the dike to the basins based within the inner 
lands. But in this situation the water system could be organized in a natural way. The old existing ditches 
being available within the existing landscape could be connected to the creek system and will transport 
the salt water into the land. The tides make sure the water is not standing still but will keep it moving. The 
moving water will refresh the water in the basins. The basins of the aquaculture could be organized at the 
line between higher and lower lands. During tide the lower land will be flooded and will also play its part 
in refreshing the water inside of the aquaculture basins.  Because the basins of aquaculture will be located 
between the higher and lower land, the basins will also follow the organic lines of height.

By organizing the land in a way of using the organic lines, the land will become a more natural landscape 
instead of being a produced landscape. Flooding the land during tide will strengthen this feeling and it 
will show that the nature has a big role in the functioning of the landscape. These days, the pressure on 
the ground is rises, the farmer could play a role in giving people possibilities to relax during their leisure 
by opening up their landscape for visitors. The lines between the different plots could become  
walking and cycling paths for people to take a walk around the natural surroundings, while at the same 
time learning where their food comes from. 

Reusing the existing farmers’ shed

The transformation of the area can only be taken seriously, when it is possible to take the existing build 
environment into account. A farmer working in a traditional way already has a barn. It is wasteful for 
every farmer to build something new if they already have constructions which can be reused. A lot of 
times the land and the buildings on it have been passed on from generation to generation and it holds a 
special meaning to the owner. Redevelopment should be the starting point, reuse and adapt instead of 
demolishing. 

The farmers’ shed can be integrated in the new way of farming. It will not only be  
functioning as storage but could also play a role in the new production process. For aquaculture a winter 
basin is needed to rear the fish and let them grow until they are big enough to go outside. Young animals 
are susceptible to bacteria and viruses. By rearing them inside the possibility for diseases becomes  
smaller. This is especially true when the terrain outside is open for public.
Normally for the rearing of fish there are a lot of technical solutions necessary and the costs for water are 
high. In the case of the salt estuary farm it again becomes possible to benefit from the water reaching the 
inner lands. Because the existing ditch is connected to the creek with its tides reaching the building, it 
becomes possible to extend the ditch to get the salt water inside the building. The water will refresh the 
winter basin inside the building and water runs from one side of the building to other side where it leaves 
the building after refreshing the basins. The waste water moves into the water basins outside of the  
building where other processes of the production chain use the waste materials as food. When the fish 
inside the building are ready to go outside, it is possible to let them swim instead of having to catch and 
release them outside. To be able to use this technique, the rear basins should be located on the ground 
floor, so the water from the outside is on the right level to fill the basins. This means the storage of the 
harvest will have to be placed on another level. A basement could be used as a good storage place, the 
temperature is relatively cool and stays consistent. A basement has the added benefit of being dark; an 
ideal situation to keep the products fresh.

The promotion and experience for the visitor

The biggest problem at this moment is that these saline products are not well known by the consumer. 
Most common people like you and me are used to eat products that originated from sweet water agricul-
ture. It is quite hard to get a hold of a bigger target group. This means products and possibilities of the 
new saline economy should be heavily promoted. Letting visitors walk on your property is one first step 
to get the people in contact with the products, but this could also end in a nice walk through the  
production nature. 
To promote the products the new farm should offer a place to see production fields but also the  
possibility to taste the product, to be able to participate in a workshop on how to cook the products 
themselves and a place to buy the product. This is because some of the saline products are seen as a real 
luxury product and are sold for high prices. In the new farm it should be possible to combine different 
functions, the work process of the farmer and the escape for visitors from the pressure of daily life.  
Visitors are getting an experience of finding themselves in a natural production landscape, experiencing 
the production process. The farmer is able to see how people can enjoy the surroundings and the product 
which he is putting so much effort into making. His worries about competing with upscaling are not so 
important anymore, because it’s a unique farm and products are not only sold to big investors but also to 
people who visit his property. 

Benefits for the future
The changes from a traditional economy to a saline economy bring many opportunities: economical 
grounds, quality of the surrounding and dealing with durability. 
By combining the production process with nature, human live and experiences it improves the situation 
for all three of them. The production process ask for less energy and waste materials, there is more place 
for nature to develop and people get a better experience and understanding. 
This conclusion is not only based on the change of a traditional farm into a saline farm, but tested by a 
group of three designers all testing another subject but discovering the same possibilities and qualities in 
the end. Those first three projects could be the first feed to build up a saline economy. 

Program:

Two worlds together. In the main structure two 
functions are combined, a touristic part and a 
‘‘production part’’. The visitor will achieve a maximum 
experience and the production landscape can promote 
its products. By combining a work environment with a 
tourist environment it becomes possible to reduce the
footprint. There is a lot of pressure on the ground use, 
the farmer will be the one to offer visitors an escape 
from the build environment and show them a more 
natural surrounding. 

In this design, nature is not only a surrounding of the
building, but becomes part of the building. Architecture 
becomes part of nature. This melting into each other has 
a lot to do with the functioning of the aquaculture on 
the ground floor. 

The rear basins are located on the ground floor so the 
Water basins on the inside of the building have the same 
height as the water in the ditch outside the building. 
This is important because if the production landscape on 
the inside of the building wants to work on the same  
level as the production landscape on the outside the   
water should enter the building in a natural way.

Most of the aquacultural companies use a lot of energy. 
They use a closed system so the same water is getting 
used intensively. The water is getting cleaned over and 
over again and the water is pumped from outside of the 
dike or they are using sweet water. 

In the case of the Best of Both worlds farm the existing 
ditch will provide water to the basins on the inside of the 
building. The water will enter the building within the 
entrance hall. Because there has to be a lot of 
hygiene near the aqua basin it is not possible for 
visitors to enter the environment of the fish directly but 
they can get in contact with the water before it leaves the 
building.

On the other side of the entrance hall there will be 
drums to clean the water from bigger parts of waste, 
after this cleaning the water will enter the first 
basin. Within this basin the water will be cleaned thru 
nature. Plants can clean the water a little more from dis-
solved materials. After this cleaning, the water will enter 
the fish basins. It will be refreshed consequently, because 
fresh water enters on one side and  dirty water will leaves 
the basin on the other side. 
At the end this water will leave the building and will mix 
within the bigger basins outside the building. If the fish 
are grown enough this is the same route they will swim 
to get outside the building. For the farmer it becomes  
possible to open small openings so the fish can swim 
outside itself. 

The ‘shed’ of the farm will be located in the basement. 
There will be a more constant temperature to store the
crops before transporting them. A lot of crops will be 
kept in darker rooms so it won’t be necessary for this 
level to have a lot of daylight. 

To make it possible for the visitor to experience a bit of 
the saline agriculture the building is provided with a big 
vide. The vide will connect all the different levels with 
each other.  
 
In the basement the market store is located to buy fresh 
products from the farm. A customer enters the storage 
place of the shed and will know he or she will buy fresh 
products. A glass wall makes it possible for the buying 
customers to take a lookat the harvest. This construction 
makes it possible for the farmer to be sure his crops will 
stay fresh and people won’t be touching them or do them 
any harm. So he can give them an experience without 
being scared about the quality of his products. 

On the second floor there will be the environment for 
the visitors, but staff working on the land can also visit 
this area. In the entrance hall there is an elevator and a 
stairway to go to the top floor. Before visitors go up,
they experience the water entering the building and they 
will find themselves in the middle of the aqua cultural  
basins, surrounded by the remained construction of 
the old shed which is getting reflected in the water. 

The second floor has been split up in 2 sides. on one side 
there will be a workshop area where visitors can learn 
how to cook different saline products, they get to know 
how to use them.  On the other side there will be the 
restaurant/ relax space where it is possible to eat 
something or just drink something.

The space on the top floor a has transparent floor on
 locations where the ceiling is too low to walk  
underneath the construction. These elements makes sure 
the restaurant visitor is in connection with the  
aquaculture below. 

When the visitor walks thru the second floor until 
he reaches the end there will be a view which had not 
been possible to see earlier in this building. The back 
facade of the building is totally transparent and gives the 
visitor a total view over the landscape. 

The windows in the roof are kept small to have some 
small interaction with the outside and gives the visitor 
more focus on what is happening inside the building. 
This also makes sure the special view is the one and only 
of its kind. it gives a kind of direction were to look to. 
The skylights will play a game with shadow and light. 

Inside the restaurant the kitchen is located in a white 
box. This box is in contrast with the surrounding and 
does not touch any parts of the construction of the roof.
By placing them in  more central spot it is still possible
to walk around this function and experience the 
entire roof system. 

Transition zone between the Agricultural landscape and the building. You will not be lost in the open fields, but you are able to experience them. The 
groundcover exist out of re-used brickwork from the old shed. The material runs thru from the outside to the inside, to create no straight line between 
the inside and outside. 

Entrance, surrounded by the fish farm. Because of the hygiene it is not possible for the visitor to enter the space of the fish, but because the transparent 
entrance is located within the middle, it becomes possible to become a part of it. Inside the entrance hall you will find water which is leaving the fish basins.
If it is time for the fish to swim outside it is possible to experience it within the entrance hall, the fish will then swim by the visitors.

The vertical route will also create the relation between the 3 different worlds. The staircase is surrounded by fish nets to prevent people from falling, it will give 
you the experience of an almost open staircase, it is possible to look around while moving. The fish nets are connected to the re-used construction. 

The public functions are located underneath the roof, were the openings gives a nice shadow play. The kitchen is designed as a long white block in the 
middle of the space, it keeps the view from the front to the back open. The block is located beneath the timber to keep  a free roof construction. By placing the 
kitchen in the middle of the space, both sides of the rood are kept free. 

The cooking workshop is placed towards the farmers dwelling, because visitors are doing an activity they pay less attention to the view outside. 
The workshop space will also be less occupied than the restaurant in the front which makes sure there is some more privacy toward the farmer. 

The floor from the second floor had been kept free from the walls, like this there is still a connection with the water at the ground floor. 
The glass floor is placed at the area where the ceiling is to low o walk underneath. The window frames are connected to the old construction, but there is an open 
space kept between them, to emphasise the trusses.

The market is located in the basement next to the storage of the farmer. Visitors can see their products to be really fresh. In the basement the both of best world 
are yet again connected to each other, fish and crops are lying next to each other in the market hall. By placing round tables in the space lines of view toward the 
activities and storage of the farmer are getting emphasized. 

Groundfloor transition space outside between 
large scale landscape and buildingscale. Inside
the rear proces of fish.

First floor taste experience, promoting products of 
the farm. Workshop for learing how to cook the 
products and restaurant to tast the products. 

Routing:
A transition space around the building, Visitors can walk 
around the building. Inside there is a strong vertical line
which connects 3 different worlds with each other. 

Rainwater will be collected from the roof and collected in the
sweet water basin. On one side of the building the water will 
runn directly from the roof inside the basin. On the other side 
the water will be collected in a gutte line which will lead the 
water to the sweet basin. 
A heatpump will be used as a system to heat and cool. The 
heatpump will be connected to the water. 
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products saline agriculture and aquaculture

Construction type:

The new construction exist out of the remained wooden structure of the old barn. The  second floor is resting on it.

Second construction is light steel construction who carries the facade. This new construction provides the desing 
some more freedom to open up. 

The last layer which will be added is the facade/ roof material. This part of Architecture one will give the 
farm its one identity and sphere.

Detail glass floor section

Detail glass floor section

waterbasin

Upscaling

13- Sweet water bassin, rainwater collection
14- Entrence of the building
15- Vide
16- Zone with information
17- Workshop area, how to cook saline
18- Restaurant/ taste lab
19- Outside terras
20- Relax space
21- Open kitchen
22- Closed kitchen/storage
23- Techniques
24- Toilets 

construction from the exisiting farm. 

Barn on the Vlietdijk

Barn Best of Both worlds

brickwork from the exising farm. material produced out of waste material 
from the farm 

Borders fading away,  reducing the Ecological  
foodprint , enlarge the experience 

Model


